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Kennedy Conrad is everything he needs.Graham Black has two rules in life. Play baseball, so he

can get the hell out of Tennessee, and leave your shirt on when you drop your panties. Heâ€™s a

typical all-American pitcher with the world at his fingertips. His devilish good looks and charm help

him crawl into the beds and hearts of the girls at his high school. With secrets no one knows, he has

every intention of running away from his hometown the minute he graduates. Nothing can get in his

way. Until poor choices collide him into Kennedy Conrad.Graham Black is everything she

wants.Kennedy Conrad has her own set of rules. Dance with your whole heart, and make it through

each day without being noticed. Sheâ€™s sweet and reserved, everything Grahamâ€™s not. After

one fated night, she canâ€™t stop him from noticing her anymore. She knows thereâ€™s a chance

of heartache by letting him in. When the unthinkable happens to Kennedy, Graham realizes what

heâ€™s been fighting is what causes Kennedy to end up hurt. Can their love survive one more thing

that is meant to pull them apart?When Our Worlds Collide is the 1st book in the Our World Series.
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Where do I begin with this book?So many emotions come into play.For a debut author, Lindsey

knocked this book out of the park. This story touches on real aspects that a lot of teenagers go

through, especially when you feel like the pariah.Graham is a 17 year old that has everything he has

ever thought he deserved, but love. He's the ultimate playboy. A different girl on his arm day in and

day out, more money than he will ever need, a baseball scholarship to school of his dreams on the

horizon, and a deep dark secret he's spent most of his life protecting.Kennedy was very relatable to

me. A beautiful young woman who thinks she goes unnoticed, little does she know that Graham has

his sights set on her from almost the beginning. Kennedy comes from a loving home with parents

who love and understand her, even if they don't always agree with her decisions.Then meet her

sassy best friend, Violet, who is the complete opposite of her. Violet's protective, yet encouraging. A

shoulder to cry on and the first person to push her to doing something out of her comfort zone.Then

there's Craig....oh how I wanted to love him. I'm sure you're wondering why I didn't but you'll just

have to read this amazing novel to find out for yourself.This book takes you on a roller coaster ride.

Experiencing high school is hard, especially when you feel like you don't fit in but it's even harder

when the school playboy becomes your first love. For everything that was thrown in Kennedy and

Graham's way they did everything they could to make it work. But love is hard.Check out this heart

wrenching book about first loves and secrets. It will consume from the first page. This is an author

not to be missed. I will definitely read anything she writes.Congrats Lindsey on your debut novel!

This book was good, but I had two main problems with it.1. Homonyms. Know the difference

between words! Insure vs. ensure and decent vs. descent.2. The ending. Warning, there are

spoilers ahead.Graham's reaction at the hospital was ambiguous and open-ended. I wasn't sure if

he just broke up with Ken, if he turned himself in for the accident, or if Graham killed himself. Yes, I

thought that Graham might have been suicidal at the end, but the book ended without clearing

anything up. I just wanted a little more.Despite the problems, I enjoyed the story, especially the

characters. Graham was a good portrayal of vulnerability. Violet was fun to read about. Amanda and

Craig were both a little flat, but the they were fun to hate.Even with the problems, I found this book

to be enjoyable, and I would recommend it to anyone looking for a sweet romance

Hmm...So I am a little torn on this book. I feel the need to grade on a curve though, because it is the

authors first novel. So, perhaps my words will speak a little louder than my star rating, I know that

there is a second book coming and from the authors Facebook post, it was just sent off for editing.

So on the off chance that you read your reviews Lindsey...PLEASE PLEASE USE A DIFFERENT



EDITOR!!The editing is not good. I agree with other reviewers that there are many mistakes in

spelling, word placement, punctuation and tense. I found myself having to re-read some sentences

and full paragraphs because of these errors. A few times, I wasn't sure who was talking, and it

seemed like even though we were in the H's POV chapter, things were being said from the h's POV.

It wasn't a deal breaker, but when you're getting into a story, to have to stop and re- read something

really takes you away from it. These are things a decent, not even good, editor would have picked

up on (one would hope).I don't understand why so many people gave a low rating based on the fact

that this is a cliffhanger. It says it in the end of the blurb when purchasing the book, and states at the

very end that this is book one of two, so....I don't get that. The ending does just end...it leaves you at

a point where you're really wondering what could happen. And I think the author did a good job

getting you invested enough to find out just what happens in the next book.I give the author credit

for writing a YA/NA book about pretty normal teens. Don't get me wrong, I love Rachel Van Dyken

and Tijan, but this is an engaging book about real teens with real teen issues. The entitled jock and

the nerdy introverted girl who find their other half in each other. The h really tries to get the H to be a

better person, the one she thinks he is underneath all the brash, crass, self entitled behavior he

displays. And although it's a bit insta love once they start interacting with each other (which is two

years after they initially meet) it is done very well in my opinion. The h is a bit of a push over,

constantly seeing the best and forgiving the H's behavior, but I really think the underlying message

is that sometimes, people need someone to believe in them, in the inherent good in them, even

when they don't see or believe it themselves.Some reviewers are hard on the H but I think you

forget he is a TEENAGE BOY!!! Teenagers can be self centered idiots and bullies don't always see

the light until they are well into their 20's (or 30's in the case of some men i know!!!) so it isn't that

much of a stretch to believe that the H keeps acting like a remorseless idiot after something awful

happened (i won't spoil the incident, but he makes a confession to the h about something he did

and the pretty awful outcome at some point in the past). I do think its possible to have that one

person come along that makes you want to be a better person, and at least during his confession,

he feels shame.I would only point out one more thing and that is the repetitiveness of the book. It's

not overbearing, but it is noticeable, so I will admit to skimming sometimes when the internal

musings of either character became a little redundant.I think this is actually a good book. I think

there could be a bit more character development with the h, and she could be bit more stronger, but

maybe we'll get that in the 2nd book. These are supposed to be teens. Teens screw up. They revert

to behavior that is comfortable when faced with shame or stress...so this book kind of hits the nail

on the head in depicting some fairly real teenage actions and reactions. I give Lindsey credit for



writing a full length book that has nothing to do with super wealthy. mob-tied teens with zero

parental involvement who are obnoxious and disrespectful to every adult in an position of authority

and for not writing about super wealthy step siblings sleeping with each other!! Seriously, can we

get beyond that craze already.The book needs editing, that's for sure, but its a great first effort about

fairly realistic fictional teens and a h that while a pushover at times, seems to have a forgiving heart.

It in many ways is a breath of fresh air.I think anyone purchasing this book would enjoy it, even with

its flaws and maybe even root for a happy ending!

I just finished the book and wow it kept me captivated I just could not put it down!!!If I had one word

to describe the book it would be shocked!!!Because let me warn you the ending is heartbreaking!!!I

could feel the passion and love radiating from the word and the way they were written!!!!This book

has opened my eyes to what love is truly about!!!!It also proves to me that you can fall in love at any

age!!!There are countless things I've learned but most of all is that never let your past or who you

"used" to be or what "group" or "crowd" your in affect you because it in end it doesn't matter as long

as you have people who love you like a best friend or parents or boyfriend/girlfriend,

husband/wife.....You get it right?Yeah....And I wanted to thank the author for such an amazing book

I hope to be reading more of your books especially one about Graham and Kennedy's Story

hopefully a happy ending!!!!!
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